The role of nitric oxide in oral diseases.
Although previously regarded as a toxic pollutant gas, nitric oxide (NO) is a short-lived molecule that plays a key role in many physiological and pathological processes. It is produced in vivo from the amino acid L-arginine by a complex family of enzymes termed nitric oxide synthase (NOS). Since its discovery as a biological messenger in 1987, NO has been implicated in many disease processes, ranging from septic shock to cancer. It is a highly reactive free radical and causes concentration-dependent conformational changes in proteins, enzymes and DNA, predominantly by its reaction with transition metals and thiol residues. Although high concentrations of NO are cytotoxic, the levels produced in many human cancers possibly facilitate tumour growth and dissemination. The interest in this molecule by scientists and clinicians involved with the oral cavity and head and neck regions is fairly recent, and only a tiny minority of 50,000 papers currently cited on NO relate to diseases in this anatomical area. This review gives an overview of NO, outlining its basic chemistry, formation by NOS and its possible roles in the oral diseases studied to date. The implications for possible therapeutic manipulation of NO are also discussed.